Ever Get A Load Of Bad Fuel?
YES you have !........If you have Tier anything (?) engines you need fuel
that is Clean Diesel ISO standard rather than the fuel from just a few
years ago. Fuel has changed and air emission standards have changed
drastically over the last few years. Stay tuned.
Look back just 10-15 years ago when injector pressures were maybe
15,000 PSI and compare to the 25,000-30,000 PSE systems today.
You'd better have MUCH cleaner fuel or you're gonna' be in the injector
maintenance business BIG TIME.
You will need even CLEANER FUEL just 1 year from now!

The Fuel Purifier (TFP)
Removes up to 99% of water and 90 + % of heavy solids
NO moving parts - BUBBA PROOF - NO replacement filter media
NO magnets, NO BS, NO smoke or mirrors

FACT: Every time your fuel is transported or stored-even
before you get it, it's picked up contamination..water or biosolids & dirt. By the time the diesel gets to you---even if it
looks good in a test jar, it already is and gonna' get more
contaminated when it goes into your tanks.
Than it goes into your spotlessly clean tanks...right?

The Fuel
Purifier

ALL fuels now have bio diesel in them...bio diesel LOVES to attract water
and bugs, and dirt.
FACT: Ethanol is soluble in water. WHAT? Oil and water don't mix do
they? That's right Bubba....but bio-fuels are not exactly oil....and YES they
do mix! Every time your fuel gets transported it gets exposed to more
water.....and your fuel collects some of that water. Now What?
The Fuel Purifier (TFP) a filter-less filter or separator that protects and
takes the loading off your primary fuel filters. Installed before your primary
filters....The Fuel Purifier (TFP) removes free water and dirt before it gets
to your filters.
And it never needs changing a replaceable filter element....EVER.
And it has no moving parts. And it will outlast you and me.

Locate before your day tanks...or simply in front of your primary filters.
Sizes available from ½ to over 200 GPM....for all engines and vessels of
all sizes.
Install before Lunch.....Cleaner Fuel Starts NOW!

See the Fuel Dr. Video from the
Workboat Show.
You'll be a believer in less than 1
minute or I'll eat your hat!
<<CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO>>

The Fuel Purifier (TFP), a filter less
filter or separator that protects
and takes the loading off your main fuel filters. Installed before your filters
The Fuel Purifier (TFP) removes water and dirt from your fuel BEFORE it
gets to your filters.
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Has no moving parts
needs no replaceable filter media--NEVER
is drop dead simple and easy to install
improves operational safety by protecting filters
BUBBA Proof!
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